A SHORTER HISTORT OP ENGLAND
years and a half, from the surrender of the King to the Scottish
armies in May 1646 to his execution at Whitehall in January
1649.
This third phase falls into three minor subdivisions: (a)
a short one of less than eight months, during which Charles is
the prisoner of the Scotch; (b) a second, still shorter one dur-
ing which Charles is the prisoner of the Parliament, who had
bought him from the Scotch (it only lasts four months, from
early February 1647 to early June 1647); (c) the third, a
period of eighteen months or rather more, from the time that
the Army—that is, Cromwell—took the King by force out of
the hands of the Parliament, in June 1647, until they killed him
on January 30, 1649.
The Forces Compared. From the outset the Rebellion
had every advantage, and it seemed impossible that it should
fail, though as a fact it nearly did so at one moment through
incompetent management.
There is a parallel here, to compare small things with great,
between the Great Rebellion and the recent European War. In
the latter the Prussian Alliance, generally called the Central
Powers, had everything in their favour, and only lost their
opportunities through incompetence. There was, of course,
this difference—that the Rebellion rallied after its first faults and
gained the victory, whereas the Prussian Alliance in the Euro-
pean War made so many blunders that it was at last defeated.
The advantages of the rebels on the material side are manifest.
(i) They had taken possession of London, where the bulk of
the mobilized and immediately usable wealth of England was
concentrated, where three-quarters of the customs were levied,
and where by far the largest mass of urban population in Eng-
land was assembled, with a partly trained militia of its own,
forming, as society then was, a considerable army. London
has always decided the fate of England: but for London the
new religion could not have been imposed upon the English
under the Cecils; and it was London now which mainly decided
the Civil War. The possession of London not only meant
control of its immediate and very large uninterrupted Customs
revenue, nor only a considerable recruiting field; it also meant
the control of the whole sweep of south-eastern England from
the Wash to Southampton Water, at that time the wealthiest
district of the whole island.
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